5 TRENDS TO WATCH IN 2020
AND THEIR IMPACT ON BUSINESS ACUMEN TRAINING

Looking ahead to 2020, it's clear that healthcare will continue to
be disrupted by changes in the market, many of which will have a
direct impact on the life sciences industry and their customers.
Here's a few of these trends, along with a discussion about their
implications for business acumen training.
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The Continued Focus
On Delivering
Greater Value
Value-based care is here to stay, even
if the transition away from fee-forservice has been somewhat slower
than expected.
Today, slightly more than half of all
payments made to providers are tied
to clinical or financial performance
according to the Catalyst for Payment
Reform.
That means there’s more pressure to
deliver products and services that can
reduce costs and improve outcomes.

TRY THE FREE DEMO
Measuring The Patient Experience:
The Connection To Quality
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How Business Acumen Will Help Your
Sales Force Respond To This Trend:
To succeed, sales forces should understand the
different ways that government and commercial
health plans measure their customers’ performance.
No matter who their customers are—physicians,
hospitals, ACOs, or health plans—sales professionals
need to position their products and resources so
they are seen as solutions to improve their
customer’s performance.
To help sales professionals understand their
customers’ challenges, training on topics like valuebased care, bundled payments, cost containment
strategies, quality measures, and the business of
healthcare is essential, although the content should
be tailored to each customer-facing role.
Sales professionals—especially those working with
key accounts—need to be confident in their
understanding of health economics and outcomes
research so they can refer to appropriate data during
value-based discussions with customers.
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Ongoing Political
Debates Concerning
Prices, Obamacare,
And Other Hot Topics
In recent months, we’ve seen a number
of drug pricing bills emerge from
Congress. Legislative efforts to curb
drug prices will likely continue in
2020, especially as the election heats
up. For now, the ACA remains the law
of the land, but its fate is uncertain
and will once again be in the hands of
the Supreme Court later this year.
Hospitals are being called on to make
the prices that they negotiate with
health plans public. Although that is
scheduled to begin in 2021, the issue
is being challenged in court this year.
And another hot topic that we will
certainly hear more about on the
political front is the idea of expanding
coverage, such as through a Medicarefor-all type plan.
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How Business Acumen Will Help Your
Sales Force Respond To This Trend:
As drug prices face ongoing scrutiny, sales forces
need to know how to respond to their customers’
price concerns and effectively discuss the value of
pharmaceuticals. To do so, they should possess
strong, active listening skills as part of their
business acumen. This way, they can find
opportunities to talk about potential solutions their
company may have that can help lower patients’
cost-sharing burden and promote better adherence—
and better value.
Sales forces also need to understand the basic
tenets of healthcare reform so they have some
context as reform efforts continue to evolve. This
will help them comprehend the implications of
potential events in 2020, including further
dismantling of the ACA, on their customers.
Bottom line: Sales professionals at every level
should be able to understand the “alphabet soup” of
acronyms that their customers are keeping up with,
like changes to the ACA, MACRA, 340B, and so on.

TRY THE FREE DEMO
Understanding MACRA And Its
Impact On Physicians
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Push Toward Greater
Consumerism, As
Traditional
Healthcare Providers
Like Hospitals Face
Competition From
New Entrants Into
The Industry
Consumerism is about making the
delivery of health services more
responsive and convenient—two words
that aren’t often associated with
healthcare.
This trend is why your traditional
customers, namely physician groups
and hospitals, are seeing more
competition from telemedicine apps or
retail clinics, like those in CVS and
Walmart.

How Business Acumen Will Help Your
Sales Force Respond To This Trend:
Understanding market dynamics is essential for
anyone who works in the field. But those who work
with key accounts need an especially sophisticated
skillset to assist their traditional customers who are
being disrupted by new market entrants.

Completing a SWOT analysis as part of their
business planning toolkit can help account teams
set their strategy and determine which solutions to
pose to customers facing disruption.

The ability to maintain a customer focus and use
it to advance business strategy is another
advanced skill that account teams will need to
leverage in 2020.

TRY THE FREE DEMO
The Account Management Process
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A Greater Call For
Health Equity In
Population Health
Efforts
For several years now, healthcare
providers have engaged in population
health management through a variety
of different models, such as patientcentered medical homes and ACOs, as
well as through less structured
strategies.
In 2020, we’ll see an even greater push
for health equity as part of these
initiatives. Health equity means that
certain groups are not disadvantaged
when it comes to achieving the best
possible health outcomes. In other
words, everyone has equal access to
the highest quality care.
The goal is to eliminate longstanding
health disparities among groups like
African Americans, rural Americans,
the poor, and the LGBTQ community.
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How Business Acumen Will Help Your
Sales Force Respond To This Trend:
In 2020, knowledge about population health and
health disparities can help your sales force—
especially those at the account manager level—
uncover potential partnering opportunities with
their customers.

Your sales professionals should understand
their customers’ payer mix, which means the
percentages of patients who are covered by
Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial plans.

TRY THE FREE DEMO
Major Healthcare Payers And
Managed Care Payment
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More Technology
And Innovation
Influencing
Healthcare Delivery
Just like every other industry,
healthcare is being transformed, and
in some cases disrupted, by
technology and innovation.
In 2020, we’re going to hear more
about how digital health, artificial
intelligence, machine learning,
regenerative medicine, telemedicine,
and other innovations are changing
healthcare.

How Business Acumen Will Help Your
Sales Force Respond To This Trend:
Is change management a skill that your field
force possesses? If not, it might be time to look
at training that can help them stay agile. This
type of agility isn’t innate—it can be trained.
And for managers, this skill is especially
important, as their ability to adapt to change
directly influences others.
To adapt to technology-driven change, sales
forces should also have good working
knowledge of health information technology
(HIT) and how their customers use EHRs to
deliver effective care.

TRY THE FREE DEMO
Managing Change In Today's
Healthcare Environment
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Staying Ahead Of Trends
Creating business acumen training programs
to increase competency and credibility with
your customers should be a top priority for
2020.
Take practical steps toward augmenting your
current training initiatives or implementing a
new, impactful program. CMR can tap into its
library of more than 400 eLearning modules to
curate a business acumen training program
that meets your exact needs.

Contact CMR Today
CMRinstitute.org
Solutions@CMRinstitute.org
800.328.2615

